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A tradition has been renewed. A tra- 
dition that was established before the 
	
Member American Alumni Council 	 war has been rejuvenated and what a 
success it was this year. 
Commencement Reunion was a won- 
April - June 	 Vol. 6, No. 2 	 derful time. From the start with the 
stimulating lectures and Dr. Williston's 
	
COVER—Sue Schieber '66 incoming president of Associated Women's 	 presentation, to the closing with the har- 
Students, poses with 25 year old cherry trees. monies of the Adelphians, it was an ex-
citing and enjoyable day. For those who 
made the trek back to alma mater it was 
	
From Under the Editor's Thinking Cap -------------------------- --3 	 most worthwhile. For those who could 
not make it but sent greetings, it was 
Mountain Climbing Mackey -------------------------------------- 4 good to have you with us in spirit. We 
hope you all will start planning now for 
next year's Commencement Reunion, for 
	
Sports Glance -------------- -----  ----- -----  ---------------- ------- ------------ 6 	 it will be even bigger and better. 
There are two other traditions at 
	
The Continuing Classroom --------------- ---------------------- -------8 	 U.P.S. that we hope you will plan now 
to attend. The Early Alums picnic is to 
The Plight of the Humanities -------------- ---- ---------------------- 9 be held on Saturday, July 31, 1965. All 
alumni whose class year is 1935 or prior 
are invited. We understand there will be 
News of Former Classmates --------- ----------------- --------------- 25 
class competition to see which class has 
the highest percentage of their class-
mates present. Better start writing your 
	
EDITORIAL STAFF . . . . Editor: Marcia V. uods Shannon '40; business man- 	
classmates now to make sure they are 
ager, David Handy '64; ediorial assistant, Stan Farber '63. 
	 there so that you will have an even more 
enjoyable time. 
The third tradition to plan for is 
	
ALUMNI BOARD . . . President Wade Garland '48; Vice President 	 Homecoming. The date to set aside this 
	
Franklin Johnson, Jr. '56; Treasurer, Lon Hoover '52; Secretary, 	 year is October 16, 1965. You will be 
	
Dave Handy '64; Jack Fabulich '51; Clay Huntington '50; D. Lyall 	 receiving more information on both of 
	
Jamieson '41; Janet (Hatch) Starkey '41; Norman R. Anderson '44 	 these activities so plan now to attend. 
Richard Haley '42; Marilyn (Wagner) Hores '54; Bill Allen '49; 
	
Lt. Col. Robert H. Myers '40; Ron Stenger '51; Gretchen (Swayze) 	 As "keepers of traditions" you fulfill 
one of the responsibilities of being 
Wilbert '49; Dale Wirsing '58; Larry Stenberg '61; Marcia (Woods)  
alumni. 
Shannon '40.  
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Two 
Memorable Occasion was UPS's first Commencement Reunion. Hailed as an opportunity for former students to sit once 
again at the feet of favorite professors and to renew intellectual ties with their campus, the reunion was enthusiastically 
received by alumni and faculty alike. Some 300 attended the luncheon for which Dr. Frank Wilhiston, authority on the Far 
East and now a professor at the University of Washington, spoke on Viet Nam. Here's a photo designed to stimulate nostalgia. 
From the left, Dr. John Regester, Dr. Raymond Seward, Dr. Arthur Frederick, Dr. Warren Tomlinson, Dr. Wihiston, Dr. John 
Chapman, Dr. Philip Fehlandt and Dr. R. Franklin Thompson. Dr. Robert Sprenger and Dr. Tomlinson gave addresses during 
the morning session; and the Adeiphians gave an evening concert. Date yourself up, right now, to attend Commencement 
Reunion next year. 
From Under the Edhors Th;nh;n g Cap 
Serious, indeed, may be the indictment hurled 
at the American educational system for its seeming 
oversight of the studies of culture which give mean-
ing and heart to the education in deference to the ex-
citing scramble afforded by the study and research 
in the sciences; but how heartening is the discovery 
that there are those who are doing something about it. 
Few topics could be as timely as 'Humanities' 
this sPring. At the time it was released for publication, 
a total of 81 representatives and 29 senators have 
introduced bills in Congress to give Federal support 
to the humanities, similar to that given to science 
through the National Science Foundation. And Presi-
dent Johnson, in his State of the Union address, 
asked Congress to set up a National Arts Foundation. 
Prevalent as may be the world's opinion that 
America's No. 1 quest is production of material goods, 
the organization of a Commission on the Humanities 
to plead for "equal time" to match the attention de-
manded by the science protagonists is proof that there 
is yet "soul" in American education. 
The authors of the insert, "Plight of the Hu-
manities" point out, however, that we are about to 
lose the "soul" in education. Continued on Page 29 
Three 
Mackey Does it again: 
But this time, instead of the difficult Mt. McKin-
ley, the highest in North America, which he climbed 
in 1963 and about which he wrote for the ALUMNUS, 
Ralph Mackey '54 and comrades climbed the forbid-
ding and awesome Mt. Aconcaqua, highest peak in 
South America in the Andes. In fact, Mt. Aconcaqua 
is the highest peak in the Western hemisphere. 
We borrow the tale from Bill Lipsky who wrote 
the account for the Everett, Wash. Herald. 
What a mountain and what a climb! 
Ralph Mackey, Dr. Gene Mason of Lake Stevens 
and Dr. Richard Hill of Bellevue were the first three 
p 
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Cruel Mt. Aconeaqua, in the Andes, conquered Jan. 17, 1965, 
by UPS alum Ralph Mackey and two companions. 
Americans to make it to the top of this 23,047 ft. 
peak. 
The climbers have a hair-raising story. 
They scaled Mt. Aconcaqua by a new route. They 
did it using borrowed, make-shift equipment, much 
of it too small or too big, since their own gear had 
been lost in transit to South America. And they were 
involved with the recovery of two bodies of men who 
died on the storm-swept mountain. 
The three Northwesterners reached the top of 
Aconcaqua at sundown on Jan. 17, 1965. Their com-
panions, Paul Williams, Seattle attorney; Bill Dougal, 
Woodinville teacher; and Prof. Vincente Cichitta of 
Argentia, had turned back the day before because all 
were ill. 
Dr. Mason said that he neared the 75-yard tri-
angular crest of the mountain first, but waited for 
Mackey and Hill. All three then linked arms and 
stepped to the top together. 
At the top for about 30 minutes, the three per-
formed individual acts of triumph. Mackey, chair-
man of the Snohomish County Republican Party, 
couldn't resist a political plug, and planted a "Dan 
Evans for Governor" flag at the top. Mason, who 
had been in Mackey's party when climbing Mt. Mc-
kinley, planted an American flag which they had car-
ried to the summit of that northern mountain. 
"It was magnificent," said Mackey. "But we 
didn't know then that below us lay bodies of two men. 
Although confident with victory, we still had the prob-
lem of getting back down the mountain." 
The trio carefully descended to 20,000 feet and 
spent the night cramped in a two-man tent. Every 
hour, one of them had to crawl out to scrape snow 
from the tent side so they wouldn't be pushed off 
the mountain by wind and snow weight. 
Four 
Days earlier when camped lower on the moun-
tainside, the Americans met a Mexican Catholic 
priest, Father Fernando de la Mora, who was to start 
up later with two Germans. 
"TTi wy-is quite a ijiall,' Mackey said. T1e had a 
beautiful voice and sane sc,iis wiLh us H conducted 
religious services iip there and then kiddingly agreed 
with our joke that it was "high' mass." 
Mackey and his companions found the priest 
and one of the German climbers dead in snow near 
the 18,000-foot level when they were returning from 
the top. 
The second Geiuiaxi, Rudolph Baumbauor, was 
rescued by Williams, Dougal and Professor Cichitti. 
Dougal hiked 2V miles off the mountain to get help 
fruni an Argentine army post. The surviving Gerniaii, 
who had lost his boots in the snow, w uffering from 
severe frostbite. 
Dr. Mason said that he and the others suffered 
some fro.Abito injuries. He said that several of them 
also cxpei UL i-d ii -i liucin.tions while on the inuun-
tain because of the altitude, dehydration of their 
bodies and fatigue. 
None of Dr. Mason's medical supplies were with 
them. Most of their equipment was aboard a mer-
chant ship which had failed to unload the gear in 
South America, 
Equipuiemit war, borrowed from new-found friends 
in Chile and Argentina, Mackey's clothing included 
a heavy pair of knickers loaned by the wife of a friend 
Mackey paid a visit to Washington Governor Dan Evans on 
return from climbing the Andes, and shows off a Chilean 
wasso hat, worn by South American cowboys. Mackey plant-
ed an Evans banner on the crest of Mt. Aconcaqua, 23,047 
feet high. 
Mountain-Climbin' Mackey (Ralph Mackey '54) greets his 
family on return to home in Everett after spectscular climb 
of the highest mountain in the Western hemisphere, Mt. 
Aconcaqua—second only in height in the world to the Him-
alayan peaks. Sons are David, Kevin and Jeff. 
- Photo courtesy of Everett Daily Herald 
there. "And women's clothes are designed differently," 
he complained. 
With the "hodge-podge" gear, the climbers had 
difficulty passing one 90-degree ice wall in their 
ascent. They had to chop hand and foot holds in the 
vertical wall. 
First South American newspaper accounts of the 
climb said that "the North American party's success 
was due greatly to superior North American equip-
ment," according to Mackey. 
That impression was clarified however, and 
Mackey, Dr. Mason and their companions were treat-
ed as heroes in Argentina. They had a long, private 
audience with the United States consul in Buenos 
Aires and were interviewed on an Argentine version 
of the Jack Parr television program. 
Mackey, who was the Everett Herald's Man of 
the Year in Sports for Snohomish county last year, 
and Dr. Mason now have successfully climbed the 
highest mountains in both North and South America. 
The only peaks higher than Aconcaqua are in the 
Himalayas. 
Five 
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UPS COACHING STAFF—Holding fitiltime slots on either the physical education 
department or administration and members of the UPS athletic staff are: Front, 
left to right: John P. Heinrick (athletic director), Bob Ryan (football coach) and 
Russ Wilkerson (basketball coach). Back: Don Duncan (swimming and track coach), 
Ray Payne (Dean of Men and assistant football coach) and Jack McGee (Associate 
Registrar and baseball coach). Absent is Tom Keele, new football and basketball 
assistant. Keele, McGee, Payne and Ryan joined UPS staff this year. 
Sports Glance 
By STAN FARBER '63 
New Coach 
Tom Keele, 31, one of the top young 
football and basketball coaches in Ore-
gon, has been named assistant coach in 
both sports and physical education in-
structor at the University of Puget 
Sound. 
"Tom comes to us highly recommended 
at a teacher in physical education and 
health," UPS Director John P. Heinrick 
said, "and will receive additional assign-
ments as an assistant coach in football, 
basketball and possibly a spring sport." 
Keele, who has been at Eugene's Shel-
don High the past two years, also coached 
at North Eugene and Oregon City high 
schools, taking the latter to a 9-1-1 rec-
ord and runner-up in the 1962 large-
school classification. 
He was named 1962 Coach of the 
Year by the Oregon Journal, and also 
selected to coach in the Shrine All-State 
grid all-star contest the following sum-
mer. 
TOM KEELE 
New Logger Assistant 
He was head football coach and as-
sistant basketball mentor at Sheldon. 
"I've really enjoyed by stay at Shel-
don," Keele said, "but I have always 
wanted to get into college coaching." 
Keele earned a bachelor of science in 
physical education at the University of 
Oregon in 1960 and a master's degree 
there in 1963. He was a three-year start-
er at tackle, playing on the 1958 Rose 
Bowl team and served as captain and 
most valuable player of the 1959 squad. 
He attended Portland's Jefferson High 
School. 
The new Logger assistant, who will 
probably work with the line in foot-
ball, played freshman ball at Oregon un- 
der Bob Ryan, new UPS head pigskin 
mentor, when the latter was coaching 
the Duck yearlings. 
* 	 * 	 * 
P. E. Revisions 
With the additions of Bob Ryan and 
Tent K]' to the UPS physical educa-
tion faculty—joining chairman John P. 
Heinrick, Russ Wilkerson, Don Duncan 
and Alice Bond as fulitime members 
the curriculum has been revised and aug-
mented. 
New courses to be offered are: Theory 
and Methods of Teaching Wrestling, 
Badminton and Volleyball; Theory of 
Teaching Speedball, Touch Football and 
Handball; Theory of Teaching Tennis, 
Softball and Bowling; Theory and Meth-
ods of Teaching Football and Track; 
Theory and Methods of Teaching Bas-
ketball and Baseball; Theory and Meth-
ods of Conditioning and Training; Meth-
ods of Teaching Physical Education Ac-
tivities and Management of Intramurals. 
History and Philosophy of Physical 
Education; Physiology of Exercise; First 
Aid; Health and Physical Education in 
the Elementary School; Health Educa-
tion in the Secondary School; and Tests 
and Measurements. 
Kinesiology has been shifted from 
Occupational Therapy to the Physical 
Education department. Major Sports and 
Minor Sports have been dropped. All 
other courses offered before will continue 
to be offered. 
The new program should keep UPS in 
the forefront as the foremost producer  
of coaches at any state college or uni- 
versity. 
* 	 * 	 * 
Spring Sports 
Spring didn't fulfill the hopeful op-
timism held for UPS sports. The best 
mark turned in was by playing Coach 
Jerry Boyd's golf squad, which lost only 
one regular-season match, but was dis-
qualified from the Evergreen Conference 
meet when a player failed to follow up 
on a one-inch putt in circuit champion-
ship. The player thought the putt would 
he "conceeded," but the rules didn't 
permit it. 
The disqualification came when the 
round ended. 
Coach Jack McGee's baseballors rallied 
strongly at the end of the season, claim-
ing five of the last six decisions, includ-
ing a double-header shutout sweep over 
Pacific Lutheran University. One of 
those shutouts was a no-hitter by senior 
southpaw Dennis Peterson and climaxed 
his fourth season in Logger livery. But 
a bad start hurt UPS. 
Jumper Joe Peyton and half-miler Ar-
vid Anderson, both sophomores, set the 
pace for Coach Don Duncan's track team 
which failed to win any meets. Ander-
son set a school record by touring the 
half-mile in 1:57.8. 
Playing Coach Dennis Hinton's net-
ters won half of their tennis matches. 
With very few seniors on spring sports 
teams, prospects appear bright for next 
season. The new track at Baker Stadium 
Six 
wasn't finished until this June, but should 
be Tacoma's finest by next spring. 
For the first time, UPS launched a 
program to boost the spring sports menu. 
Athletes are being encouraged to partici-
pate in more than just one sport. Re-
cruiting of top-notch freshmen athletes 
has been undertaken and it appears like-
ly that UPS might have its best base-
ball and track teams in history next 
spring. 
With the addition of McGee as as-
sociate registrar and baseball coach last 
September and the upcoming addition 
of Bob Ryan and Tom Keele, it appears 
likely that the UPS staff will be more 
aggressive in building its total program. 
Ray Payne, UPS alumnus who was hired 
as dean of men last September, will 
also be helping with recruiting as well 
as serving as a football line coach. 
Many of these incoming athletes are 
top-notch students and will attend on 
academic scholarships—there are no 
grants for sports other than football and 
basketball. 
UPS Athletic Program 
With the increased staff, the UPS 
athletic department now rates on a com-
parable octup vv iLli any other small col-
lege in the Northwest. There are still 
some problems, however, and the admin-
istration hopes that these will be solved 
soon. 
First and foremost, there is the UPS 
record of never winning an Evergreen 
Conference basketball, track or baseball 
title. In fact, UPS has placed as high as 
fourth twice in 17 years of Evergreen 
track activity. The Logger footballers 
haven't won a crown since 1956. The 
handwriting was on the wall this year 
when UPS swimers fell before Central 
Washington. 
Getting back to track—and hopes are 
high for the best season in UPS history 
in this spring sport next year—UPS has 
not held a home meet for about a decade 
and it has been that long before the 
Loggers finished ahead of cross-town 
rival Pacific Lutheran in a dual or 
triangular meet. 
It's been many years since UPS has 
won a divisional baseball title. 
The three state colleges have been par-
ticularly dominant of late - Central 
Washington had things pretty much its 
own way this past year by winning bas-
ketball, swimming, wrestling, track and 
tennis titles and finishing only one game 
out of the football throne room. 
The UPS administration is still eval-
uating and re-evaluating what the fu-
ture will bring. The defection of PLU 
to the Northwest Conference (as of next 
fall) gives the Evergreen Conference 
only five teams, and there is still talk  
about UPS and Whitworth moving to 
other alliances. 
A move to the Northwest Conference 
at this time might give UPS a serious 
setback in its hopes to be able to measure 
up to comparable institutions. 
Puge.t Sound is a growing school. Right 
now it is bigger than any NWC member. 
Northwest Conference rules place ceil-
ings on enrollment. Puget Sound's plans 
are a pattern of continued growth much 
like the three state colleges in the EvCo, 
although perhaps not at the same tre-
mendous rate. 
The NWC operates under a loose con-
stitution which allows the will of the 
minority to dominate by veto power. The 
Evergreen is a better-balanced athletic 
conference. 
Puget Sound uses the College Schol-
arship Service for all students seeking 
financial aid; the NWC allows only 
three-quarters tuition, based on need, for 
athletes while other students may re-
ceive the full amount. 
Anyone can turn out for athletics at 
UPS; under NWC rules, only those in-
cluded on a limited scholarship budget 
(total for all sports is 30 times the 
amount of tuition and fees) and others 
paying their way may turn out and re-
ceie lijonetary aid. Students on a music 
or academic scholarship, receiving money 
above the amount in the athletic budget 
or three-quarters need, are not allowed 
to compete. 
The NWC does offer scheduling ad-
vantages and the common church school 
affiliation. But disadvantages would in-
clude competition against athletes not 
generally known in this area and against 
schools without significant alumni in 
the UPS area. 
Whatever UPS does, it should strive 
to be the best in its field - whether 
that field is English, music, mathematics, 
business administration, science, speech, 
etc It should settle for nothing less than 
the best in competition with schools of 
similar backgrounds, problems and areas 
of influence. 
There is a definite need for an image 
building program. A good athletic pub-
licity setup would help here. There is 
also a need for putting UPS on a solid 
athletic financial setup with season tick-
et sales, etc. 
Another major factor is scheduling to 
avoid conflicts with other area sports 
activities. Promotional nights could also 
help. 
The students, alumni and administra-
tion are determined to put forth a solid 
athletic program; the only problem is 
how. 
Join the Toppers 
Here's your chance to voice your 
opinions on UPS athletics and also to  
join in on a bit of college spirit and 
have a lot of fun: Join the UPS Top-
pers athletic booster club. 
The Toppers appear to have rounded 
the corner with the UPS All-Sports 
Banquet, bus trip to Seattle and other 
meetings and are now ready to take their 
place as a vital influencing factor re-
garding UPS athletics. 
It is not a one-way street: the school 
offers benefits to those who belong. Join 
and see. 
The UPS alumni association is the 
sponsoring organization, but members are 
not required to be alumni; in fact, many 
of them are tiot. But all are united by 
a common bond to further UPS athletic 
goals. 
No dues were required this year. 
There is talk of a nominal fee of up to 
$3 for next year to help pay for some 
of the organization's functions. 
One of the major functions is to help in 
recruiting athletes. 
Several projects are planned for next 
year, according to Jack Fabulich, the 
president. Further information may be 
obtained by contacting the UPS Alumni 
office. 
All - Sports Banquet 
Sophomore footballer - basketballer - 
trackster Joe Peyton was named winner 
of the Ben B. Cheney trophy as Athlete 
of the Year at UPS at the first annual 
All-Sports Banquet in April in the Stu-
dent Center. He's from Monticello, Miss. 
Coach John Fleinrick called Peyton "the 
finest athlete I've had at UPS." 
John Jewell, senior swimmer from Ta-
coma, won the Harry Werbisky Memor-
ial trophy as the athlete best exemplify-
ing sportsmanship and scholarship. 
Tom Rawlings, senior football tackle 
from Olympia, was named winner of the 
John P. Heinrick trophy as Most In-
scpirational Athlete. 
Larry Smyth, sophomore basketballer 
from Kennewick, was selected as win-
ner of the Dill Howell trophy as Most 
Improved Athlete. 
A special engraved watch was pre- 
sented to Don Shotwell, Class of '31, 
former UPS footballer and now a UPS 
trustee and avid athletic booster. It 
was also announced that future awards 
would be made to the UPS alum who 
most distinguished himself in athletic 
achievements in the future. The award 
will carry Don Shotwell's name, accord. 
ing to Jack Fabulich, Toppers president. 
Footballers Peyton and Jim DiStef- 
ano, basketballer Howard Nagle and 
swimmers Doug Hanna, Al Nordell, Bob 
Harper, Dan Pender and Jewell received 
All-Evergreen Conference plaques. Bas- 
ketballer Mike Havnaer and non-letter- 
man swimmer Don MacMillian won in- 
Continued on Page 31 
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COMMENCEMENT REUNION 
Dr. Warren Tomlirison addresses alumni 
The Cont;nu;n g Classroom ......... 
A forum of dates, books, hints and meetings suggested by your 
professors to enjoy and employ as the road of education broadens 
from the confines of the campus classroom. 
DR. ROBERT H. BOCK 
	
For those who are confused by the numerous changes and the compli- 
Direct or of the School of 	 cations of Federal Tax Regulations, the School of Business Administration 
Business Administration and 	 and Economics would like to suggest the "1965 U.S. Master Tax Guide," 
Economics 	 published by the Commerce Clearing House. This booklet constitutes the 
simplest and most easy-to-read reference on the topic. It is used all over 
the country by practicing accountants. 
For those who are interested in the potential that is offered by com-
puter science in modern management, the following article might be of in-
terest: "Computors Begin to Solve the Marketing Puzzle," Business Week, 
April 17, 1965. 
For the reader interested in current philosophies with respect to higher 
education for business, we would suggest two articles which present differing 
points of view. The first is by Robert Sheehan, "New Report Card on the 
Business School," Fortune, Volume 70, number 6, December 1964. Another 
point of view is presented by one of our own faculty, Prof. John Prins. His 
thoughts can be found in the Tacoma News Tribune under his byline on 
January 23, January 30, and February 6, 1965. The article of January 30 
is of particular interest. 
PROF. TOM LANTZ 	 "Man and Leisure" by Charles K. Brightbill is a philosophy of recreation 
Asst. Prof. of Physical 	 showing how a satisfying recreative use of leisure gives spark and meaning 
Education and Political 	 to human life and growth. Of particular interest now that automation and 
Science 	 industrialization present us with more free time than ever before. Brightbill 
is head of "Management of Parks and Recreation" at the Univ. of Illinois. 
Decorating Book by Decorating Editors of McCalls. Full of information 
and a lovely book. Random House, $12.95. 
SARAH HALL 
	
Advanced Bishop Workshop, conducted by Mrs. Kitty Rotruck; at UPS 
Asst. Prof. of Home 	 June 21-July 2, advanced course; July 5-16, couture course. 
Economics 	 Two books on costume: "The Arts of Costume and Personal Appearance," 
by Grace Morton, '65 edition; "Dress Selection and Design" by Marion 
Hilihouse, 1964. 
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Amidst ffreat, 
material well-being, 
our culture stands in danger 
of losing its very soul. 
W ITH the greatest economic prosperity ever known by Man; With scientific accomplishments unparalleled in human history; 
With a technology whose machines and methods 
continually revolutionize our way of life: 
We are neglecting, and stand in serious danger of 
losing, our culture's very soul. 
This is the considered judgment of men and women 
at colleges and universities throughout the United 
States—men and women whose life's work it is to 
study our culture and its "soul." They are scholars 
and teachers of the humanities: history, languages, 
literature, the arts, philosophy, the history and com-
parison of law and religion. Their concern is Man 
and men—today, tomorrow, throughout history. 
Their scholarship and wisdom are devoted to assess-
ing where we humans are, in relation to where we 
have come from—and where we may be going, in 
light of where we are and have been. 
Today, examining Western Man and mei, many 
of them are profoundly troubled by what they see: 
an evident disregard, or at best a deep devaluation, 
of the things that refine and dignify and give meaning 
and heart to our humanity. 
I IOW Is IT NOW with us?" asks a group of 
distinguished historians. Their answer: "Without 
really intending it, we are on our way to becoming a 
dehumanized society." 
A group of specialists in Asian studies, reaching 
essentially the same conclusion, offers an explanation: 
"It is a truism that we are a nation of activists, 
problem-solvers, inventors, would-be makers of bet-
ter mousetraps. . . . The humanities in the age of 
super-science and super-technology have an increas-
ingly difficult struggle for existence." 
"Soberly," reports a committee of the American 
Historical Association, "we must say that in Ameri-
can society, for many generations past, the prevailing 
concern has been for the conquest of nature, the pro-
duction of material goods, and the development of a 
viable system of democratic government. Hence we 
have stressed the sciences, the application of science 
through engineering, and the application of engineer-
ing or quantitative methods to the economic and 
political problems of a prospering republic." 
The stress, the historians note, has become even 
more intense in recent years. Nuclear fission, the 
Communist threat, the upheavals in Africa and Asia, 
and the invasion of space have caused our concern 
with "practical" things to be "enormously rein-
forced." 
Says a blue-ribbon "Commission on the Humani-
ties," established as a result of the growing sense of 
unease about the non-scientific aspects of human life: 
"The result has often been that our social, moral, 
and aesthetic development lagged behind our material 
advance. 
"The state of the humanities today creates a crisis 
for national leadership." 
T CRISIS, which extends into every home, 
into every life, into every section of our society, is 
best observed in our colleges and universities. As 
both mirrors and creators of our civilization's atti-
tudes, the colleges and universities not only reflect 
what is happening throughout society, but often 
indicate what is likely to come. 
Today, on many campuses, science and engineering 
are in the ascendancy. As if in consequence, important 
parts of the humanities appear to be on the wane. 
Scientists and engineers are likely to command the 
best job offers, the best salaries. Scholars in the hu-
manities are likely to receive lesser rewards. 
Scientists and engineers are likely to be given finan-
cial grants and contracts for their research—by govern-
ment agencies, by foundations, by industry. Scholars 
in the humanities are likely to look in vain for such 
support. 
Scientists and engineers are likely to find many of 
the best-qualified students clamoring to join their 
ranks. Those in the humanities, more often than not, 
must watch helplessly as the talent goes next door. 
Scientists and engineers are likely to get new build-
ings, expensive equipment, well-stocked and up-to-
the-minute libraries. Scholars in the humanities, even 
allowing for their more modest requirements of phys-
ical facilities, often wind up with second-best. 
Quite naturally, such conspicuous contrasts have 
created jealousies. And they have driven some persons 
in the humanities (and some in the sciences, as well) 
to these conclusions: 
1)The sciences and the humanities are in mortal 
competition. As science thrives, the humanities must 
languish—and vice versa. 
2) There are only so many physical facilities, so 
much money, and so much research and teaching 
equipment to go around. Science gets its at the ex-
pense of the humanities. The humanities' lot will be 
improved only if the sciences' lot is cut back. 
To others, both in science and in the humanities, 
such assertions sound like nonsense. Our society, 
they say, can well afford to give generous support to 
both science and the humanities. (Whether or not it 
will, they admit, is another question.) 
A committee advising the President of the United 
States on the needs of science said in 1960: 
". . . We repudiate emphatically any notion that 
science research and scientific education are the only 
kinds of learning that matter to America. . . . Obvi-
ously a high civilization must not limit its efforts to 
science alone. Even in the interests of science itself, 
it is essential to give full value and support to the 
other great branches of Man's artistic, literary, and 
scholarly activity. The advancement of science must 
not be accomplished by the impoverishment of any -
thing else......  
The Commission on the Humanities has said: 
"Science is far more than a tool for adding to our 
security and comfort. It embraces in its broadest 
sense all efforts to achieve valid and coherent views 
of reality; as such, it extends the boundaries of ex-
perience and adds new dimensions to human char-
acter. If the interdependence of science and the hu-
manities were more generally understood, men would 
be more likely to become masters of their technology 
and not its unthinking servants." 
None of which is to deny the existence of differ-
ences between science and the humanities, some of 
which are due to a lack of communication but others 
of which come from deep-seated misgivings that the 
scholars in one vineyard may have about the work 
and philosophies of scholars in the other. Differences 
or no, however, there is little doubt that, if Americans 
should choose to give equal importance to both 
science and the humanities, there are enough ma-
terial resources in the U.S. to endow both, amply. 
TS FAR, however, Americans have not so 
chosen. Our culture is the poorer for it. 
.......... 
............ 
.......... 
the humanities' view: 
Mankind 
is nothing 
without 
individual 
i'en. 
"Composite man, cross-section man, 
organization man, status-seeking man 
are not here. It is still one of the 
merits of the humanities that they see 
man with all his virtues and weak-
nesses, including his first, middle, and 
last names." 
DON CAMERON ALLEN 
WHY SHOULD an educated but practical American take the vitality of the humanities as his personal concern? What possible reason is there for the 
business or professional man, say, to trouble himself 
with the present predicament of such esoteric fields 
as philosophy, exotic literatures, history, and art? 
In answer, some quote Hamlet: 
What is a man 
If his chief good and market of his time 
Be but to sleep and feed? a beast, no more. 
Others, concerned with the effects of science and 
technology upon the race, may cite Lewis Mumford: 
It is now plain that only by restoring the 
human personality to the center of our scheme of 
thought can mechanization and automation be 
brought back into the services of life. Until this hap-
pens in education, there is not a single advance in 
science, from the release of nuclear energy to the 
isolation of DNA in genetic inheritance, that may 
not, because of our literally absent-minded automa-
tion in applying it, bring on disastrous consequences 
to the human race." 
Says Adlai Stevenson: 
"To survive this revolution [of science and tech-
nology], education, not wealth and weapons, is our 
best hope—that largeness of vision and generosity of 
spirit which spring from contact with the best minds 
and treasures of our civilization." 
THE COMMISSION on the Humanities cites five 
reasons, among others, why America's need of the 
humanities is great: 
"I) All men require that a vision be held before 
them, an ideal toward which they may strive. Ameri-
cans need such a vision today as never before in their 
history. It is both the dignity and the duty of hu-
manists to offer their fellow-countrymen whatever 
understanding can be attained by fallible humanity 
of such enduring values as justice, freedom, virtue, 
beauty, and truth. Only thus do we join ourselves 
to the heritage of our nation and our human kind. 
"2) Democracy demands wisdom of the average 
man. Without the exercise of wisdom free institutions 
and personal liberty are inevitably imperiled. To 
know the best that has been thought and said in 
former times can make us wiser than we otherwise 
might be, and in this respect the humanities are not 
merely our, but the world's, best hope. 
. . . [Many men] find it hard to fathom the 
motives of a country which will spend billions on its 
outward defense and at the same time do little to 
maintain the creative and imaginative abilities of its 
own people. The arts have an unparalleled capability 
for crossing the national barriers imposed by language 
and contrasting customs. The recently increased 
American encouragement of the performing arts is 
to be welcomed, and will be welcomed everywhere 
as a sign that Americans accept their cultural respon-
sibilities, especially if it serves to prompt a corre-
sponding increase in support for the visual and the 
liberal arts. It is by way of the humanities that we 
best come to understand cultures other than our own, 
and they best to understand ours. 
World leadership of the kind which has come 
upon the United States cannot rest solely upon su-
perior force, vast wealth, or preponderant technology. 
Only the elevation of its goals and the excellence of 
its conduct entitle one nation to ask others to follow 
its lead. These are things of the spirit. If we appear 
to discourage creativity, to demean the fanciful and 
the beautiful, to have no concern for man's ultimate 
destiny—if, in short, we ignore the humanities—then 
both our goals and our efforts to attain them will be 
measured with suspicion. 
A novel and serious challenge to Americans 
is posed by the remarkable increase in their leisure 
time. The forty-hour week and the likelihood of a 
shorter one, the greater life-expectancy and the earlier 
ages of retirement, have combined to make the bless-
ing of leisure a source of personal and community 
concern. 'What shall I do with my spare time' all-too-
quickly becomes the question 'Who am I? What shall 
I make of my life?' When men and women find 
nothing within themselves but emptiness they turn 
to trivial and narcotic amusements, and the society 
of which they are a part becomes socially delinquent 
and potentially unstable. The humanities are the im-
memorial answer to man's questioning and to his 
need for self-expression; they are uniquely equipped 
to fill the 'abyss of leisure.' 
The arguments are persuasive. But, aside from the 
scholars themselves (who are already convinced), is 
anybody listening? Is anybody stirred enough to do 
something about "saving" the humanities before it 
is too late? 
"Assuming it considers the matter at all," says 
Dean George C. Branam, "the population as a whole 
sees [the death of the liberal arts tradition] only as 
the overdue departure of a pet dinosaur. 
"It is not uncommon for educated men, after 
expressing their overwhelming belief in liberal educa-
tion, to advocate sacrificing the meager portion found 
in most curricula to get in more subjects related to 
the technical job training which is now the principal 
goal. 
"The respect they profess, however honestly they 
proclaim it, is in the final analysis superficial and 
false: they must squeeze in one more math course 
for the engineer, one more course in comparative 
anatomy for the pre-medical student, one more ac-
counting course for the business major. The business 
man does not have to know anything about a Bee-
thoven symphony; the doctor doesn't have to com-
prehend a line of Shakespeare; the engineer will 
perform his job well enough without ever having 
heard of Machiavelli. The unspoken assumption is 
that the proper function of education is job training 
and that alone." 
Job training, of course, is one thing the humanities 
rarely provide, except for the handful of students 
who will go on to become teachers of the humanities 
themselves. Rather, as a committee of schoolmen 
has put it, "they are fields of study which hold values 
for all human beings regardless of their abilities, 
interests, or means of livelihood. These studies hold 
such values for all men precisely because they are 
focused upon universal qualities rather than upon 
specific and measurable ends. . . . [They] help man to 
find a purpose, endow him with the ability to criticize 
intelligently and therefore to improve his own society, 
and establish for the individual his sense of identity 
with other men both in his own country and in the 
world at large." 
IS THIS reason enough for educated Americans 
to give the humanities their urgently needed support? 
•The humanities: "Our lives are 
"Upon the humanities depend the 
national ethic and morality. 
the substance they are made of." 
• • the national use of our 
environment and our material accomplishments." 
Al P",PAPPP- 
C 
• • • the national aesthetic and 
beauty or lack of it. 
• "A million-dollar 
project without 
a nullion dollars" 
THE CRISIS in the humanities involves people, facilities, and money. The greatest of these, many believe, is money. With more funds, the other parts of the humanities' problem 
would not be impossible to solve. Without more, 
they may well be. 
More money would help attract more bright stu-
dents into the humanities. Today the lack of funds is 
turning many of today's most talented young people 
into more lucrative fields. "Students are no different 
from other people in that they can quickly observe 
where the money is available, and draw the logical 
conclusion as to which activities their society con-
siders important," the Commission on the Humanities 
observes. A dean puts it bluntly: "The bright student, 
as well as a white rat, knows a reward when he sees 
one." 
More money would strengthen college and uni-
versity faculties. In many areas, more faculty mem-
bers are needed urgently. The American Philosophical 
Association, for example, reports: ". . . Teaching 
demands will increase enormously in the years im-
mediately to come. The result is: (1) the quality of 
humanistic teaching is now in serious danger of de-
teriorating; (2) qualified teachers are attracted to 
other endeavors; and (3) the progress of research and 
creative work within the humanistic disciplines falls 
far behind that of the sciences." 
More money would permit the establishment of 
new scholarships, fellowships, and loans to students. 
More money would stimulate travel and hence 
strengthen research. "Even those of us who have 
access to good libraries on our own campuses must 
travel far afield for many materials essential to 
scholarship," say members of the Modern Language 
Association. 
More money would finance the publication of long-
overdue collections of literary works. Collections of 
Whitman, Hawthorne, and Melville, for example, 
are "officially under way [but] face both scholarly 
and financial problems." The same is true of transla-
tions of foreign literature. Taking Russian authors as 
an example, the Modern Language Association notes: 
"The major novels and other works of Turgenev, 
Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and Chekhov are readily 
available, but many of the translations are inferior 
and most editions lack notes and adequate introduc- 
tions. . . . There are more than half a dozen transla-
tions of Crime and Punishment. . . . but there is no 
English edition of Dostoevsky's critical articles, and 
none of his complete published letters. [Other] writers 
of outstanding importance. . . . have been treated 
only in a desultory fashion." 
More money would enable historians to enter areas 
now covered only adequately. "Additional, more 
substantial, or more immediate help," historians say, 
is needed for studies of Asia, Russia, Central Europe, 
the Middle East, and North Africa; for work in intel-
lectual history; for studying the history of our West-
ern tradition "with its roots in ancient, classical, 
Christian, and medieval history"; and for "renewed 
emphasis on the history of Western Europe and 
America." "As modest in their talents as in their 
public position," a committee of the American His- 
(NL tRot I,SuR (\\\It 0.N \L I F\, one 01 the 
editors, describes the work on a complete edition 
of the writings of Walt Whitman. Because of a 
lack of sufficient funds, many important literary 
projects are stalled in the United States. One in-
dication of the state of affairs: the works of only 
two American literary figures—Emily Dickinson 
and Sidney Lanier—are considered to have been 
collected in edjtion that need no nmor revi'don'. 
torical Association says, "our historians too often 
have shown themselves timid and pedestrian in ap-
proach, dull and unimaginative in their writing. Yet 
these are vices that stem from public indifference." 
More money would enable some scholars, now en-
gaged in "applied" research in order to get funds, to 
undertake "pure" research, where they might be far 
more valuable to themselves and to society. An ex-
ample, from the field of linguistics: Money has been 
available in substantial quantities for research related 
to foreign-language teaching, to the development of 
language-translation machines, or to military com-
munications. "The results are predictable," says a 
report of the Linguistics Society of America. "On 
the one hand, the linguist is tempted into subterfuge-
dressing up a problem of basic research to make it 
look like applied research. Or, on the other hand, he 
is tempted into applied research for which he is not 
really ready, because the basic research which must 
lie behind it has not yet been done." 
More money would greatly stimulate work in 
archaeology. "The lessons of Man's past are humbling 
ones," Professor William Foxwell Albright, one of 
the world's leading Biblical archaeologists, has said. 
"They are also useful ones. For if anything is clear, 
it is that we cannot dismiss any part of our human 
story as irrelevant to the future of mankind." But, 
reports the Archaeological institute of America, "the 
knowledge of valuable ancient remains is often per -
manently lost to us for the lack of as little as $5,000." 
MORE MONEY: that is the great need. But where will it come from? Science and technology, in America, owe much of their present financial 
strength—and, hence, the means behind their spec-
tacular accomplishments—to the Federal govern-
ment. Since World War II, billions of dollars have 
flowed from Washington to the nation's laboratories, 
including those on many a college and university 
campus. 
The humanities have received relatively few such 
dollars, most of them earmarked for foreign language 
projects and area studies. One Congressional report 
showed that virtually all Federal grants for academic 
facilities and equipment were spent for science; 87 
percent of Federal funds for graduate fellowships 
went to science and engineering; by far the bulk of 
Federal support of faculty members (more than $60 
million) went to science; and most of the Federal 
money for curriculum strengthening was spent on 
science. Of $1.126 billion in Federal funds for basic 
research in 1962, it was calculated that 66 percent 
went to the physical sciences, 29 percent to the life 
sciences, 3 percent to the psychological sciences, 2 
percent to the social sciences, and 1 percent to "other" 
fields. (The figures total 101 percent because fractions 
are rounded out.) 
The funds—particularly those for research—were 
appropriated on the basis of a clearcut quid pro quo: 
in return for its money, the government would get 
research results plainly contributing to the national 
welfare, particularly health and defense. 
With a few exceptions, activities covered by the 
humanities have not been considered by Congress to 
contribute sufficiently to "the national welfare" to 
qualify for such Federal support. 
IT is on precisely this point—that the humanities 
are indeed essential to the national welfare—that 
persons and organizations active in the humanities 
are now basing a strong appeal for Federal support. 
The appeal is centered in a report of the Commis-
sion on the Humanities, produced by a group of dis-
tinguished scholars and non-scholars under the chair-
manship of Barnaby C. Keeney, the president of 
Brown University, and endorsed by organization 
after organization of humanities specialists. 
"Traditionally our government has entered areas 
where there were overt difficulties or where an oppor-
tunity had opened for exceptional achievement," the 
report states. "The humanities fit both categories, 
for the potential achievements are enormous while 
the troubles stemming from inadequate support are 
comparably great. The problems are of nationwide 
scope and interest. Upon the humanities depend the 
national ethic and morality, the national aesthetic 
and beauty or the lack of it, the national use of our 
environment and our material accomplishments. 
"The stakes are so high and the issues of such 
magnitude that the humanities must have substantial 
help both from the Federal government and from 
other sources." 
The corn rnission's recommendation: "the establish-
ment of a National Humanities Foundation to 
parallel the National Science Foundation, which is so 
successfully carrying out the public responsibilities 
entrusted to it." 
SUCH A PROPOSAL raises important questions 
for Congress and for all Americans. 
Is Federal aid, for example, truly necessary? Can-
not private sources, along with the states and mu-
nicipalities which already support much of American 
higher education, carry the burden? The advocates 
of Federal support point, in reply, to the present 
state of the humanities. Apparently such sources of 
support, alone, have not been adequate. 
Will Federal aid lead inevitably to Federal control? 
"There are those who think that the danger of 
"Until they want to, 
it won't be done." 
,BARNABY C. KEENEY (opposite page), university 
president and scholar in the humanities, chairs 
the Commission on the Humanities, which has 
recommended the establishment of a Federally 
financed National Humanities Foundation. Will 
this lead to Federal interference? Says President 
Keeney: "When the people of the U.S. want to 
control teaching and scholarship in the humani-
ties, they will do it regardless of whether there is 
Federal aid. Until they want to, it won't be done." 
Ocz 
"Now"', 
Federal control is greater in the humanities and the 
arts than in the sciences, presumably because politics 
will bow to objective facts but not to values and 
taste," acknowledges Frederick Burkhardt, president 
of the American Council of Learned Societies, one 
of the sponsors of the Commission on the Humanities 
and an endorser of its recommendation. "The plain 
fact is that there is always a danger of external con-
trol or interference in education and research, on 
both the Federal and local levels, in both the public 
and private sectors. The establishment of institutions 
and procedures that reduce or eliminate such inter -
ference is one of the great achievements of the demo-
cratic system of government and way of life." 
Say the committeemen of the American Historical 
Association: "A government which gives no support 
at all to humane values may be careless of its own 
destiny, but that government which gives too much 
support (and policy direction) may be more danger-
ous still. Inescapably, we must somehow increase the 
prestige of the humanities and the flow of funds. At 
the same time, however grave this need, we must 
safeguard the independence, the originality, and the 
freedom of expression of those individuals and those 
groups and those institutions which are concerned 
with liberal learning." 
Fearing a serious erosion of such independence, 
some persons in higher education flatly oppose Fed-
eral support, and refuse it when it is offered. 
The report on this and the preceding 15 
pages is the product of a cooperative en-
deavor in which scores of schools, colleges, 
and universities are taking part. It was 
prepared under the direction of the group 
listed below, who form EDITORIAL PROJECTS 
FOR EDUCATION, a non-profit organization 
Whether or not Washington does assume a role in 
financing the humanities, through a National Hu-
manities Foundation or otherwise, this much is cer-
tain: the humanities, if they are to regain strength 
in this country, must have greater understanding, 
backing, and support. More funds from private 
sources are a necessity, even if (perhaps especially if) 
Federal money becomes available. A diversity of 
sources of funds can be the humanities' best insurance 
against control by any one. 
Happily, the humanities are one sector of higher 
education in which private gifts—even modest gifts-
can still achieve notable results. Few Americans are 
wealthy enough to endow a cyclotron, but there are 
many who could, if they would, endow a research 
fellowship or help build a library collection in the 
humanities. 
IN BOTH public and private institutions, in both 
small colleges and large universities, the need is ur -
gent. Beyond the campuses, it affects every phase of 
the national life. 
This is the fateful question: 
Do we Americans, amidst our material well-being, 
have the wisdom, the vision, and the determination 
to save our culture's very soul? 
associated with the American Alumni 
Council. (The editors, of course, speak for 
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NEWS OF FORMER CLASSMATES 
1896 
The Tacoma Japanese Methodist 
Church will be renamed to honor Miss 
Nettie M. Whitney. 
1910 
Bessie Marsh Green is living in Rock-
wood Manor, a Methodist Retirement 
Home, in Spokane, Washington. 
1914 
Proof that college friendships last a 
lifetime is the UPS Normal Graduating 
Class of 1914 whose members still ex-
change a round-robin letter and meet 
periodically when ever possible. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Seifert sends news of 
this group and enclosed a picture of 
several who met recently. Mrs. Seifert 
is the former Bess Johnson, and she 
writes: "We boast of a class letter, a 
round-robin—which had its beginning 
in the fall of 1914. The class members, 
meeting for a Teachers' Institute, de-
cided to write a joint letter to some of 
the members whose teaching positions 
took them to remote places. 
Pictured left to right are Inez Brandt, 
Mary Zwight, Bess Seifert and Nettie 
Gardner. 
"Fifty-one years have seen the letter 
delayed in transit, in a coma of in-
difference and sometimes postponed. But 
then came a rejuvenation with the 
former school girls now grandmothers 
and one a great-grandmother, and we are 
still united. 
"Of the 16 in the class, 10 are yet 
living." These are Mrs. Ben Brandt (Inez 
Denny),Tacoma; Mrs. Harry E. Gard-
ner (Nettie Barnes), Sumner; Mrs. Ern-
est Barber (Florence Dean), North Bend; 
Mrs. Ray 0. Anderson (Ruth Nelson), 
Seattle; Mrs. Lloyd B. Hathaway (Annis 
Scotton), Vancouver, Wash.; Miss Ellen 
Forsberg, Poulsbo; Mrs. John Zweith 
(Mary Webb) of Entiat. 
"The Rev Charles McCaughey gave 
the invocation that June 17 and the 
Commencement address was made by 
Judge Stephen Chadwick, Justice of 
the Supreme Court of Washington." 
1918 
Judge Elizabeth Shackleford was chosen 
"Soroptimist Woman of the Year" dur-
ing the 47th conference of the North-
western Region of Soroptimist Clubs 
held in Salem, Oregon. 
Mrs. Annie Pedersen Fairbanks is 
now retired and enjoying it immensely. 
1922 
The meditation for June 26th appear-
ing in the May-June issue of the Upper 
Room, worldwide interdenominational 
devotional guide, is the contribution of 
Mrs. Harold E. Wolf. 
Dr. John H. Geoghegan is now re-
tired and living in Oakland, California. 
He is a member of the California State 
Labor Arbitration Panel. 
Elmer T. Carison, a chemist in the 
Building Research Division of the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards Institute for 
Applied Technology, has discovered a 
crystalline compuijent of ordinary hy-
draulic cement which previously had 
been unsuspected as one of the compon-
ents of cured cement. Mr. Carlson, a 
member of the Bureau staff since 1928, 
explains the details of his discovery in 
an article in the Journal of Research of 
the National Bureau of Standards for 
September-October, 1964. 
1923 
Ermine Warren Kienholz teaches La-
tin at St. George's, a preparatory school 
near Spokane, Washington. 
Mrs. Forrest Ayers, (Agnes Scott, '22) 
serves as president of both the Chinook 
Garden Club and the Enumclaw Busi-
ness and Professional Women's Clubs. 
She teaches special elementary courses 
in the county schools. 
1924 
Robin Johnston Runyan is a kinder-
garten teacher in Long Beach, Washing-
ton. 
Dr. Yeuktsun Lam sends his "Thanks" 
due in large measure to the Faculty of 
UPS and wonderful atmosphere condu-
cive to study and FRIENDSHIP. He 
has had a very satisfying career. Grand-
son, Larry Yok will attend UPS Fall of 
'65. 
1926 
Frank T. Pihi was honored upon his 
retirement from Pacific Northwest Bell 
after nearly forty years of service. 
Allan V. Hokanson, general agent for 
the Soo Line in Portland, Oregon, is the  
new president of the Railroad General 
Agents Association of Portland. 
Dr. Eldon G. Chuinard, an orthopedist 
in Portland, Oregon, was installed as 
president of the Emanuel Hospital medi-
cal staff. Dr. Chuinard, on the faculty 
of the University of Oregon Medical 
School, is a former president of the 
Multnomah County and Oregon State 
Medical Society. He was recently elected 
vice president of the American Academy 
of Orthopedic Surgeons. 
Mrs. Albert Eagan is an orthoptist. 
Mrs. Samuel L. Coles (Fern Walter) 
is state secretary for the Washington 
Woman's Bowling Association. 
1928 
Annette Bryant Taggart is teaching 
and ranching near Arlington, Washing-
ton. 
Dale F. Ginn extends an invitation to 
visit the city of Carlsbad, California, 
where he is the owner of the Carlsbad 
Mortuary. 
1930 
Dr. Gordon D. Alcorn was invited to 
the White House by President Johnson 
to take part in a conference on Natural 
Beauty. 
1931 
J. Donald Shotwell was appointed to 
the board of directors of National As-
phalt Pavement Association. 
Joe F. Ladley is now enjoying re-
tirement after serving almost twenty-
three years as postmaster at Elma, Wash-
ington. 
Bertha Pease Hartzell is engaged in 
the christian education program of 
Woodland Park Methodist Church in 
Seattle. 
1932 
Maxwell J. Carr is now employed by 
Ryker Painting Company in Tacoma. 
Louis P. Spadafore is welfare admin-
istrator for Benton and Franklin Coun-
ties, for the state department of public 
assistance in Pasco, Washington. 
1933 
Chester Baker works for Darigold 
Dairies in Olympia, Washington. 
1934 
Raymond K. Amey is associated with 
the Seattle investment firm of Southwick, 
Campball, Waterman Company. 
1936 
Carl G. Faulk was elected to serve 
another term as secretary of the Ta-
coma-Pierce County chapter of the Amer-
ican Red Cross. Elected to the board of 
directors were Dr. Frank N. Peterson, 
'50, and Frank H. Russell, '59. 
Franklin E. Castilo is teaching at 
Roosevelt High School in Portland, Ore-
gon. 
Twenty-Five 
1937 
Dr. Robert 0. Byrd will return in 
September to his post as chairman of 
the department of political science at 
North Park College in Chicago, after 
a year spent in Lome, Togo, as director 
of the African Conference and Semi-
nars Program of the American Friends 
Service Committee. 
1938 
Scott Huston, who is assistant pro-
fessor in composition at the University 
of Cincinnati's College-Conservatory of 
Music, has recently had published his 
"Mass in English" by the World Library 
of Sacred Music (Cincinnati). Perform-
ances have included "Specifics" for a 
large wind ensemble and "Four Conver-
sations" for a woodwind quintet. 
1939 
Charles Shireman, now on the faculty 
of the School of Social Work at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, was one of a panel 
of specialists called in by the Citizens 
Survey Committee, to assist in taking 
an inventory of the public and private 
hcalth, welfare and youth services in 
Tacoma and Pierce County. 
Colonel Edward C. Raleigh has as-
sumed duties as information officer at 
Headquarters Allied Land Forces, South-
east Europe, at Ismir, Turkey. 
Dr. Belle Ruth Witkin is editor of 
Washington Speech, journal of the Wash-
ington State Speech Association, for 
the coming year. She will also serve as 
speech correction and audiology councilor 
for 1965-67 for the Western Speech As-
sociation. 
Dr. Charles W. Fishel is now professor 
and chairman of the department of micro-
biology in the medical school of the 
University of Louisville, Louisville, Ken-
tucky. 
1940 
Suzanne Pinkham Perry is in Arling-
ton, Virginia where she is employed in 
the office of the Institute for Defense 
Analysis. 
The Reverend G. Richard Tuttle, pastor 
of the First Methodist Church in We-
natchee, Washington has been named 
district superintendent of the Tacoma 
Methodist Church. Dr. J. Henry Ernst, 
'26, who is superintendent of the Seattle 
district, is leaving that post, and seeking 
reassignment to a new church. 
Chester Grimstead and Frank Krucke-
berg, '39, are Central Labor Council del-
egates of the United Federation of Postal 
Clerks in Tacoma. 
Clarence W. Johnson, a district di-
rector of the U.S. Immigration and Nat-
uralization Service in New Orleans, was 
elected president of the Federal Business 
Association in that city. The Association  
designated him the outstanding fedral 
agency director in that area. The In-
ternational House in New Orleans com-
mended him for his contributions to inter-
national understanding. 
Charles J. McNary was appointed 
sales manager, Consumer Markets, Pa-
cific Southern Sales Division, Whittier, 
California, for Eastman Kodak. 
George Forsyth is an international 
counselor of Lions International. 
Mrs. Herman W. Will, Jr. is teaching 
in a nursery school in Gaithersburg, 
Maryland. 
Frank Price will join the faculty of 
Central Washington College in Ellens-
burg, Washington as a special lecturer 
in education. 
Reverend Wayne D. Griffin is com-
pleting his second year as chairman of 
the division of Christian social relations 
of the Washington-Northern Idaho 
Council of Churches. 
1941 
Virginia Day Howell is assisting her 
father, the Reverend Erie Howell, in 
the preparation of his book, Methodism 
in the Northwest. 
1943 
Dr. Edward M. Winskffl was re-elected 
to the presidency of the Tacoma-Pierce 
County Association for Mental Health. 
Elected to the board was Herman Klein-
er. 
Warren C. Smith was elected a di-
rector of the Pacific Northwest Hard-
ware and Implement Dealers Associa-
tion. 
Murray V. Hyde is pastor of Meth-
odist Church at Nooksack, Wash., has 
two boys and two girls. Recently attend-
ed continuing Theological Education 
Program at Drew Univ. 
1944 
Robert B. Hutchinson, vice president 
of finance of the Simpson Timber Com-
pany in Seattle, was elected a director 
of the Financial Executives Institute. 
W. Everett Lowther is a casework su-
pervisor for the public welfare depart-
ment in Portland, Oregon. 
1946 
Rollannd Evans is pre-vocational ad-
viser at Mt. Tahoma High School in Ta-
coma. 
Murden Woods is returning to West 
Pakistan under the auspices of the 
Board of the Women's Union Missionary 
Society. She will be assigned to admin-
istrative work at the Mission Hospital, 
Multan, a city about three hundred miles 
from the seaport of Karachi. She will be 
an editorial assistant on a mission maga-
zine which is published in New York 
City.  
1947 
Kerttu Kahn is employed by United 
Airlines. 
Viletta Rowe Strong is teaching the 
third grade in the Shoreline School 
District near Seattle. 
Clarence P. Schorer is the credit of-
ficer for the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
in the Anchorage, Fairbanks and Bethel 
areas. 
1948 
Kirk Stewart is senior statistican for 
General Electric in San Jose, California. 
Mrs. Peggy (Rough) Denton keeps 
busy at home with Kathy, 5 years and 
Dougie, 3 years. Husband, Stan, has just 
taken over the Reading & Tutoring Cen-
ter in Bellevue. Always glad to hear from 
old friends and is listed in Kirkland 
'l)hone book. 
L 'A lii~ 
DR. HUSTON 
The Rev. Dr. Robert W. Huston was 
named in May to be the first full-time 
executive of The Methodist Church in 
the field of ecumenical relations. His 
office will be Evanston, Ill., and he be-
gan his duties in June. 
1949 
C. William Brasier, president and 
board chairman of the American Fed-
eral Savings and Loan Association in Ta-
coma, was elected a director of the 
newly organized Washington Life As-
surance Company. 
George Wehmhoff has been transfer-
red by his firm, Gordon Sales Company, 
to Anchorage, Alaska. 
Holmes G. Hutton has returned to Ta-
coma to become district purchasing agent 
of the Tacoma plant of Pennsalt Chem-
icals Corporation. 
Richard E. Mould is executive director 
of special educational and counseling 
services in the public schools of Yakima, 
Washington. He will receive a doctorate 
in counseling and pyschology from Wash-
ington State University. 
Sidney Smith was appointed director 
of the State Department of Employment 
Security. 
Twenty-Six 
Don Melville is employed in the engi-
neering department of the Washington 
Title Insurance Company in Seattle. He 
enjoys bowling and coaching softball 
and basketball teams. 
1950 
Ralph Johnson has opened a land 
surveying office in Yelm, Washington. 
Richard L. Hutt has been named 
assistant district director of the Internal 
Revenue Service in Oklahoma City. 
Allan G. Gord has been elected presi-
dent of the Pacific Small Business In-
vestment Company, subsidiary of the 
United Pacific Corporation. 
Mrs. Gene Brown is director of Chris-
tian education at the First Methodist 
Church in Puyallup, Washington. 
Mrs. John Roberts (Elizabeth Theresa 
Brown) is employed by the Washington 
State Department of Public Assistance 
in Tacoma as a social worker. 
Charles H. Howe, Jr. has been named 
general agent for the Mutual Benefit 
Life Insurance Company in New York. 
Dale Nelson is with the Associated 
Press in Seattle. He has covered the 
Alaska earthquake and Senator Ken-
nedy's mountain climb, and one of his 
pocmo will be published in a fortlicuiiiiiig 
issue of the New Yorker. 
John R. Heinrick is completing work 
upon his master's degree at Washington 
State University and will teach at Ta-
coma Community College. 
Donald T. Adams is manager of the 
Clark County Chapter of the American 
Red Cross in Vancouver, Washington. 
Barton L. Hartzell is research engi-
neer in the manufacturing development 
section of Boeing's aero-space Division. 
Charles Jorgenson has completed ten 
years of service with Pacific Northwest 
Bell. He lives in Kirkland, Washington. 
Richard J. Hermsen is principal of 
the high school in Eatonville, Washing-
ton. 
1951 
Dr. Robert A. Macoskey is chairman 
of the department of church history at 
Crozer Theological Seminary in Chester, 
Pennsylvania. 
Lieutenant Commander Dwight Ball 
has returned from a cruise on the USS 
Ranger in the Vietnam area and will 
attend the Aimed Forces Staff College 
at Norfolk, Virginia. 
Douglas Cullen is an industrial engi-
neer in the Scheduling Department of the 
Boeing Company. 
Dr. A. D. Davis is chief psychologist 
at Western State Hospital in Steilacoom, 
Washington. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lary W. Kleinsmith 
(Joyce Christie) are living in Eugene, 
Oregon, where he is a sales representa-
tive for Richfield Oil Corporation. They  
are the parents of four daughters—Julie 
(8 years), Cheryl (5 years), Lori (2 
years) and Shelley (2 months). 
Richard Pearson is with the National 
Bank of Commerce in Kennewick, Wash-
ington. He is president of the United 
Cerebral Palsy Association. Mrs. Pearson 
(Mary Lu Elliott) teaches the eighth 
grade in Richland. 
Dale E. Lien is principal of the new 
L. P. Brown Elementary School in 
Olympia, Washington. 
1952 
John H. Mills is a consulting engineer 
with headquarters in Frankfurt, Ger-
many. 
Robert M. Buck is postmaster at Lake 
Oswego, Oregon and president of the 
local Lions Club. 
The Container Division of St. Regis 
Company has announced the appoint-
ment .of Raymond F. May as sales rep-
resentative for Oregon. 
Byron E. Brady was appointed to 
coordinate public and private activities 
under the federal anti-poverty program 
in the State of Washington. 
John Reckamp is employed as a geolo-
gist by the Gulf Oil Company in Nigeria. 
Bion L. Bier is credit service manager 
for Georgia-Pacific Corporation in Port-
land, Oregon. 
Vernon L. Pierce is a patrolman with 
the Tacoma Police Department. 
1953 
Arnold Spinning is in Coos Bay, Ore-
gon, where he is resident representative 
for the Social Security Administration. 
Anne Thompson Giles is an engineer-
ing aide with the Tacoma Department 
of Public Works. 
Harley Hanan has accepted the posi-
tion of principal of the high school in 
Forks, Washington, for the coming year. 
Charles Barnett Roe is an assistant at-
torney general for the State of Washing-
ton. 
The Reverend William D. Ellington, 
pastor of the Pacific Methodist Church 
in Auburn, Washington, has completed 
the requirements for his doctoral de-
gree at Boston University. 
1954 
Louis A. Grzadzielewski is superinten-
dent of schools in Melrose, Wisconsin. 
Dr. Frederick F. Holmes and his wife, 
Dr. Grace Holmes, have returned from 
missionary service in Malaya and are 
now living in Kansas City, Kansas, where 
Dr. Holmes is taking a residency in in-
ternal medicine at the University of 
Kansas Medical School. Mrs. Holmes 
is also doing work under a federal grant 
on cerebral palsy. Their family consists 
of three adopted Chinese girls; Heidi 
(5 years), Cindy (4 years), and Lisa (2 
years).  
1955 
Mrs. Ann Lemmon is teaching a 
course in the training of certified labor-
atory assistants at the Clover Park Vo-
cational-Technical School in Lakewood, 
Washington. 
Captain Cliff A. King, Jr. helped his 
Military Air Transport Service unit at 
Dover Air Force Base, Delaware log 
100,000 hours of accident-free flying 
time. The service's official publication 
cited him for his professional airman-
ship, leadership and discipline. 
Lillian White is a teacher at Stanley 
School in Tacoma. 
Donald E. Acheson will join the fac-
ulty of the University of Missouri as 
associate professor in the school of Arts 
and Sciences. 
Bernice Landry is an Internal Rev-
enue Agent in Seattle, Washington. 
C. Fred Muehien is one of the Air 
Force contract team at Boeing in Se-
attle commended by the White House 
and the Department of the Air Force. 
Muehlen is an Air Force contract price 
analyst and lives at 1232 Browns Point 
Blvd., Tacoma. 
1956 
Dr. Harold H. Zwick is stationed at 
McChord United States Air Force Dis-
pensary. 
The Tacoma Junior Women's Club 
selected Mrs. Wallace Rich as its Club-
woman of the Year. 
1957 
James T. Elliott will graduate from 
divinity school in June and become cur-
ate at St. John's Episcopal Church in 
Olympia, Washington. 
Mrs. Sheila (Ryan) Klopfenstein has 
two wonderful boys, age 3 and 3 months, 
lives in Normandy Park and would love 
to see old friends again. 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Prince (Sybil 
Enschede) live in Chelan where Dave 
works for the State Dept. of Game. 
Children are Kim 6, Martin 4, and 
Stephani 3. 
Bruce R. Berney is a librarian for the 
Righline School District and living in 
Seattle. 
Sidney Sowers is a professor of re-
ligion at the University of Tulsa. 
Thomas J. Rigney is manager of Mc-
Collum Motors, Inc. in Spokane, Wash-
ington. 
Don C. Franklin has been promoted 
to the position of staff assistant commer-
cial with American Telephone and Tele-
graph in New York City. 
Don Kendall has been transferred by 
Georgia Pacific Corporation to its Sa-
moa, California division. He will be the 
laboratory supervisor at the world's first 
redwood kraft mill. 
Twenty-Seven 
1958 
Captain and Mrs. John Louderback are 
in England where he is stationed with 
the air force. 
Dale R. Wirsing, who has served as 
the University's publicity director dur-
ing the absence of Mr. Lindley of the 
journalism department, has been award-
ed a Russell Sage fellowship. He will 
study economics and political science 
at the University of Wisconsin. 
Frank Goff is an assistant cashier in 
the new National Bank of Washington's 
Electronic Banking Center in Tacoma. 
Gary Brines has been named head 
basketball coach at the high school in 
Federal Way, Washington. 
Don Scoralle writes that his ship, 
the U.S.S. Sperry, a submarine tender, 
will be at the Puget Sound Naval Ship-
yards in Bremerton, Washington for its 
periodic overhaul. Don studied dentistry 
at Chicago's Loyola University after 
graduation from UPS. The Sperry will 
be at the yard until July 1st, and he 
would be happy to see old friends. 
James G. Anderson is an assistant 
vice-president of the Citizens Federal 
Savings and Loan Association in Wal-
nut Creek, California. 
Verla Elliott is employed at the CBS 
Television Network-Hollywood's "Tele-
vision City." She is an administrative as-
sistant in the contest awards department. 
The office in which she works handles 
the acquisition of prizes for such tele-
vision programs as "Password" and Art 
Linkletter's "Houseparty." 
Dr. Kenneth 0. Bates is on the faculty 
of Olympic Junior College in Bremer-
ton, Washington. 
1959 
Beverly Melander Gibson teaches the 
third grade at Fawcett School in Tacoma. 
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Bargelt (Mar-
garet McDonough) live in Bellevue and 
she is teaching in the Seattle School 
District. 
Jan R. Terry is a tax supervisor for 
West Coast Telephone Company in Ever-
ett, Washington. 
Robert A. Payton is manager of the 
insurance department of the First Na-
tional Bank in Philip, South Dakota. 
Ralph Franklin will receive his doctor-
ate in English from Northwestern Uni-
versity, where he has completed his 
thesis on the poetry of Emily Dickinson. 
He will join the faculty of the University 
of Minnesota. 
Captain Don Deritis is stationed at 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Day -
ton, Ohio. He is a supply officer for the 
air force orientation group which con-
structs travelling displays for the Air 
Force. 
Jerry L. Woodard served as chairman 
of the American Cancer Society's crusade 
for the month of April in the Tacoma 
area. 
First Lieutenant Thomas E. Havel has 
graduated from the U. S. Air Force 
Squadron Office School at Maxwell Air 
Force Base, Alabama and has been re-
assigned to Dow Air Force Base, Maine. 
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Doug Brown 
(Carol Rose '61) are parents of a son, 
Steven Douglas, born in December. They 
showed him off in May during a visit to 
Tacoma en route from Albrdok Air 
Force Base in the Canal Zone to a new 
assignment. 
1960 
Lois Cameron Cooper is working as 
a home economist for a Texas gas 
company. 
Randall Smith, a senior in the Uni-
versity of Washington School of Medi-
cine, won the Seattle Surgical Club 
prize and the Robert H. Williams Award 
for the outstanding medical paper pre-
sented to the Medical Research Society. 
Francine Seders is librarian for the 
Washington State Historical Society. 
Wayne N. Glaser is teaching indus-
trial arts in East Junior High in Puy-
allup, Washington. 
Harold Eastman is employed by Boise-
Cascade in Portland, Oregon. 
Duane Parker is involved in a speci-
alized clinical pastoral training program 
affiliated with the Menninger Founda-
tion. Address him: Chaplain Duane 
Parker, Biddle Section, Topeka State 
Hospital, Topeka, Kansas. 
Matthew Clapp was elected to a three 
year term on the board of directors of 
the United Good Neighbors in Tacoma. 
1961 
Richard Meyer was commissioned a 
second lieutenant in the United States 
Air Force upon graduation from Officers 
Training School at Lackland Air Force 
Base, Texas. 
The Warren T. Goods are living in 
Portland, Oregon, where he is employed 
by Standard Oil Company of California. 
Jack T. Rummel will be in the armed 
forces after his graduation from the den-
tal school of the University of Oregon. 
Marvin Campeau worked for the In-
ternal Revenue Service for 2 1/2 years 
as a field agent and is now a CPA work-
ing under a contract to become a part-
ner in the firm of C. H. Holsinger & 
Co., Seattle, Wash. 
Karen (Griffith) Smith received a 
master's degree in librarianship at the 
University of Washington. Wallace is 
teaching chemistry and physics in East-
mont High School, East Wenatchee, 
Washington. 
Virginia Sherrill is director of occupa-
tional therapy at Dammasch State Hos-
pital in Wilsonville, Oregon. 
Hilda Clift is principal of the Mary 
Knight Elementary School in Tacoma. 
Maureen Sims is working towards a 
doctorate in zoology at the University 
of Chicago. 
Daniel B. McNickle will receive a 
master's degree from Northwestern Uni-
versity, Evanston, Illinois. 
1962 
Richard L. Dossett is living in Yak-
ima, Washington, where he is an an-
nouncer and production manager for a 
radio station. 
Robert Grant is employed by Berk-
heimer Lumber Company in Seattle, 
Washington. 
Mrs. Rodger L. Blue (Lea C. Moun-
cer) is active in the Cancer Drive and 
the United Good Neighbors program in 
Chula Vista, California where her hus-
band is a veterinarian. 
First Lt. Dirk Jameson participated 
in the latest launch of a U.S. Air Force 
Minuteman at Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, California. 
Jeanette Fukuda, who received her 
BS in occupational therapy from the 
University of Southern California, is now 
employed as an occupational therapist 
at Camarillo. 
Gary Carew is working for an advanced 
degree at the University of Hawaii. 
Gerald Rapp is a social worker in 
Everett, Washington. Mrs. Rapp (Joan 
Davies) has been teaching. 
Clyde G. Thornley, an ariament elec-
tronics technician, is in Korea after 
having been at Perrin Air Force Base 
in Texas for the past year. 
Phyllis Andrus is teaching the fifth 
grade at Crownhill Elementary School in 
Bremerton, Washington. 
Abe Schestopol has been promoted to 
Lieutenant Colonel in the A.S. Air Force 
at Orlando Air Force Base, Florida. 
1963 
Kathy McDowell Ambrose is living 
in Portland, Oregon, and is working part-
time as an occupational therapist at 
Morningside Hospital. 
Joseph L. Mathews served as reader 
in the Washington State House of Rep-
resentatives during the 1965 session of 
the legislature. 
Wilfred Morrish will teach the eighth 
grade at Roosevelt Junior High School 
in Port Angeles, Washington. 
Second Lieutenant James A. Ladd has 
graduated from the United States Air 
Force flight training school at Williams 
Air Force Base, Arizona, and has been 
awarded his silver pilot wings. 
Continued on Page 30 
Twenty-Eight 
Editors Thinkin g Cap. . . 
Let us suppose that our own university were 
charged with such omission. And it very well could 
be. Consider the three-million dollar Science Center 
now on the drafting board, the rapidly expanding 
busines administration department and its new build-
ing; and look, too, at the luxurious residence halls 
built to attract the freshman. Are these not emphasiz-
ing materialistic aims? 
Ah, but wait. 
Pick from the shelf a current curriculum cata-
logue. There is a long list of humanities studies 
offered in UPS's courses - history, languages, liter-
ature, the arts, philosophy, history, religion. And 
note, too, the great number of these which are re-
quirements for degrees, no matter how scientific the 
degree may be - pre-medicine, chemistry, home eco-
nomics. 
And recall, too, the fine calibre of lectures of-
fered extra-curricularly and, oftentime complimen-
tary, to alumni and the community. 
The 13th annual Brown and Haley Lectures 
this year presented Dr. Peter H. Odegard, now a 
professor of political science at the University of 
California but also considered a national authority 
and social trends analyst. His topic on our campus 
was "Use and Abuse of Political Power." 
And remember that the preceding annual series 
have offered equally as knowledgeable speakers. 
We would have you notice that UPS held its 
first Public Affairs Forum this spring. A roster of 
dignitaries participated under the general topic of 
"The Presidential Election of 1964." These included 
Sam Lubell, political columnist and analyst; Dr. 
Angus Campbell, director of the University of Michi-
gan's Survey Research Center; John Bailey, the 
Democratic Party's national committee chairman; 
Dean Burch, the Republican Party's national com-
mittee chairman during the 1964 presidential election. 
They discoursed on such provocative subjects 
as the future of the two-party system, the future of 
the Republican Party, and others. Locally known 
authorities also took part in the three-day-forum, 
which was originated and sponsored by the UPS 
Associated Student Body and to which the general 
public was invited. The program was so outstanding 
that it brought nation-wide comment from persons 
such as New York Sen. Jacob Javits. 
The Alumni Association had a first, too. This 
was the Commencement Reunion—a two-day retreat 
on campus for alumni eager to meet again with their 
professors. Speakers were Dr. Robert Sprenger, 
Chemistry Dept.; Dr. Warren Tomlinson, Language 
Dept.; The Rev. Robert Albertson, Religion Dept.; 
Dr. Frank Williston, former history professor at UPS 
who is now at the University of Washington. Special  
events were an art show, a banquet with graduating 
seniors, an Adelphian concert and the Commence-
met address which was delivered by Dr. Walter Judd, 
former U. S. Congressman from Minnesota. 
And these were just a portion of similar events 
on the university's calendar throughout the past year. 
There were the numerous art shows, concerts, dramas, 
workshops, institutes, etc. 
Thousands of persons throughout the community 
were notified of these programs; and thousands of 
alumni were invited. Hundreds came. (And the size 
of the attendance in no way belittles the success of 
these programs; and particularly, the success of the 
Commencement Reunion for which attendance, 200, 
was considered outstanding for the first of such 
academic reunions.) 
In many countries, the appeal of such programs 
would find persons turned away at the door. In our 
own country, lodge and professional conventions - 
often achieving only mediocre standards —attract 
hearers by the thousand. 
UPS is but one of many "fostering mothers" 
which undertake such programs for the continuation 
of culture. And everywhere there are scholars and 
teachers eager to share and explore the humanities. 
American university alumni should welcome these 
challenges, proud of the heritage which enables them 
to conduct their lives with deeper meaning. 
If there is justification for the verdict of guilty 
—for neglect of appreciation and use of the human-
ities in our education and our lives and that the aim 
of American education is but a materialistic one-
it should not be leveled at our universities. It should 
be directed at apathetic thee and me. 
Space in our magazine in its present form does 
not allow full accounts of the Public Forum and of 
the Brown and Haley Lectures; but fortunately, the 
texts may be obtained in other pamphlets and books 
prepared by the university. And the purchase of Dr. 
Odegard's addresses is a worth-while addition to 
every library. 
In a brief reviewing glimpse of the Commence-
ment Reunion, alums who nostalgically yearned for 
the classroom atmosphere found it; those who wanted 
the thrill of learning the latest communications in 
history science heard it; those who expected to rem-
inisce were rewarded; and those whose intellectual 
appetites felt the general need of a topic were satis-
fied. All the professors' addresses showed much 
thought and consideration; and the presence of both 
present and emeritus faculty members lent dignity 
to the retreat. The Alumni Association is grateful 
that these men gave precious energy and time to in-
sure the success of the first Commencement Reunion 
at UPS—a program which is now standard on many 
other campuses. —By Marcia Shannon 
Twenty-Nine 
Second Lieutenant Richard 0. Nord-
haus has entered the U.S. Air Force pilot 
instructor course at Randolph Air Force 
Base, Texas. 
1964 
Robert S. Felker, a first year student 
in the law school of the University of 
Oregon, was awarded the Henry E. Collier 
Law Scholarship and elected to mem-
bership in Phi Alpha Delta, law fra-
ternity. 
Gary Gregg has been assigned to Fort 
Eustis, Virginia for six months of duty 
with the National Guard. 
Chris Cherbas is track coach at Mon-
tesano, Washington. 
David Magnuson is coaching track in 
the high school in Elma, Washington. 
Clarence Edwards is associated with 
Arthur Gamell in a new realty firm to 
be known as Gamell and Edwards Real-
ty Company. 
Ronald Warter will be a member of 
the June graduating class of the Ameri-
can Institute for Foreign Trade. 
William H. Baarsma is one of twenty 
graduate students chosen for student as-
sistantships with the U. S. Housing and 
Home Finance Agency. He is a candidate 
for the Master's Degree at George Wash-
ington University in Washington, D.C. 
Richard Coulson and his wife Joanie 
live in Longview where he is working for 
the R-W Paper Co. Would like to hear 
from old friends and alums. They are in 
the Longview telephone book. 
Richard D. Hurst is undergoing flight 
training at Pensacola, Florida. 
Bifi Mathis is attending graduate 
school in clinical psychology at the Uni-
versity of Portland. 
Beverly McCready sends greetings to 
all. She is teaching French and English 
at Lake Stevens high school and advis-
ing yell staff and G.A.A. This summer 
will be at NDEA Institute in Hampton, 
Va., soaking up French and the eastern 
atmosphere. 
Mickey Kalyk is employed with Craw-
ford & Co., insurance adjustors in Phoe-
nix, Arizona. 
William Stegeman has been commis-
sioned a second lieutenant in the Air 
Force upon graduation from Officer 
Training School at Lackland Air Force 
Base, Texas. 
Philip R. Berggren is employed by 
the Tacoma accounting firm of Johnson, 
Paulson, and Stolz. 
Robert E. Bales is an employment rep-
resentative of the Boeing Company, Air-
plane Division, in Seattle. 
Gustav Gennrich is at Camp Leonard 
Wood, Missouri for army infantry basic 
training. 
Thomas E. Cooke is employed by the 
Retail Credit Company in Tacoma. 
Duane Dahium has joined the Do- 
mestic Peace Corps. He will be living 
in New Haven, Connecticut. He will be 
working with juvenile delinquents. 
George A. Powers was promoted to 
the rank of lieutenant colonel and as-
signed to the U.S. Air Force Headquart-
ers, at Wiesbaden, Germany, as a budget 
officer. 
Pamela G. Bartholomew will teach 
again at Shoreline School near Seattle 
next year. 
Judith R. Wheeler will be teaching in 
the elementary schools of Tracyton, 
Washington. 
Charlotte Ann Helton is teaching the 
first grade in the public schools of Both-
ell, Washington 
Thomas C. Paul is touring Europe. 
Kay Schmidt is teaching at De Voss 
Elementary School in Los Gatos, Cali-
fornia. 
1965 
Duane F. Smith will join the Market-
ing Division of Weyerhaeuser in Tacoma. 
Melvin R. Hibbard, Jr. will be a sales 
trainee of the United Pacific Insurance 
Company. 
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The Class of '65 Joins the Alumni 
Association 
Wade Garland, Alumni Association pres-
ident, and Dianne Davidson '65 watch as 
'65 class president, Dan Muffin, installs 
numerals in front of Jones Hall. 
John C. Pierce will enter the graduate 
school of the University of Minnesota. 
Margaret L. Hubacka and Roger L. 
Wilson have accepted positions with 
Frederick and Nelson in Seattle. 
Thomas E. Wolfe will join Weyer-
haeuser Company in Tacoma as an ac-
countant. 
Earl L. Jensen will be employed by 
the First National Bank of Oregon. 
John W. Scarborough is employed by 
the Seattle agency of Massachusetts Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company. 
Robert L. Reese is working on an MA 
in geology at Montana State Univ. in 
Missoula and will start to work for the 
Montana Bureau of Mines this June. 
Gordon A. Besel will be a trainee for 
Sears Roebuck and Company in Spokane. 
Arnold R. Gutfield has accepted a 
position with the United General Ac-
counting Office. 
James S. Jordan will enter the Man-
agement Program of Seattle First Na-
tional Bank. 
1966 
Maxine Turner has been selected as 
an American student ambassador to the 
British Isles by the National People-to-
People Organization. 
Deaths... 
Milton M. Fornia, '30. 
Rodney S. Lytle, '38. 
Mrs. J. Homer Magee, (Bernice L. 
Sprinkle, '29. 
Lewis M. Benbow. 
Mrs. Lee Howes, (May Miranda Red-
dish), '14. 
Theodore Bankhead, '29. 
Walter T. Sinko, '53. 
Guy E. Dunning, '14. 
George F. Hicks, '28. 
Arthur H. Olsen, '51. 
Ludvig Larsen, Sp. '26. 
Leonard D Holton, '52. 
Harry C. Gruber, '22. 
Mrs. George R. Thompson (Jean F. 
Bullock), '14. 
Cletus A. Gault, '31. 
Sylvan G. Kramer, '52. 
Arthur V. Neely. 
MRS. CHENEY PASSES 
A long-time friend of the faculty and 
students of the University, Mrs. Edna 
Warren Cheney, died in Yakima, Wash-
ington, on May 19, 1965, at the age of 
85. 
Mrs. Cheney was the widow of Pro-
fessor Herbert D. Cheney, who taught 
Latin and German at the College of 
Puget Sound from 1925 to 1931. She 
served as Dean of Women during the 
year 1930-1, and was assistant to the 
registrar, Mr. Christian Miller, from 
1931 until 1947. 
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. 
Miriam Bodenberg, of Springfield, Ohio, 
and Mrs. Margaret Ramsay ('31), of 
Altadena, California; and two sons, Ro-
bert J. ('35) and Philip W. ('39), both 
of Yakima; and eleven grandchildren 
and four great-grandchildren. 
MISS GEORGE RENEAU PASSES 
Miss George Reneau, a former pro-
fessor at the University of Puget Sound, 
died in Tacoma on May 23, 1965. Miss 
Reneau held degrees from the Emporia 
(Kansas) State Normal, the University 
of Pennsylvania, the University of Chi-
cago, and LaSalle University. She served 
as professor of English and philosophy at 
the University during the years 1913-29. 
She was a member of the Soroptimist 
Club International and of Delta Kappa 
Gamma, educational honorary. 
Thirty 
ALL-SPORTS BANQUET—The first annual UPS All-Sports Banquet was a tre-
mendous success. Shown are UPS officials and many of the Students and prospective 
student-athletes. Shyest person is Alumni Director Dave Handy, who may be seen 
facing co-master of ceremonies Doug McArthur. More than 500 people attended 
the huge Lanquet. 
AWARD WINNERS—Athletes winning trophies at the first UPS All-Sports Ban-
quet in April were, left to right: Joe Peyton, John Jewell, Larry Smyth and Tom 
Rawlings; Standing are, left to right: Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, Don Shotwell, Dill 
Howell and John P. Heinrick. For details, see story. 
spirational trophies and Nagle took the 
frew throw percentage award. 
About 150 high school athletes and 
coaches were guests of the Toppers and 
UPS athletics and admission depart-
ments. Another 450 students and ath-
letes filled the dining room. 
Feature speaker was Sam Baker, 
former National Football League scoring 
champion and now an outstanding place-
kicker with the Philadelphia Eagles. 
"We're here to promote UPS," Baker 
said. He was assisted at the microphone 
by alumni Clay Huntington and Doug 
McArthur, who shared the role of master 
of ceremonies. Film clips of the major 
award winners were shown. 
* 	 * 	 * 
John Heinrick Banquet 
About 400 friends of John Heinrick, 
UPS athletic director, crowded The 
Towers restaurant in Tacoma May 1 to 
honor the veteran mentor, who stepped 
down from his UPS football duties last 
November after 4 Oyears of high school 
and college coaching. 
Many UPS athletes, past and present, 
were in the audience as well as coach-
ing associates and opponents and a host 
of other friends. 
Mr. and Mrs. Heinrick were given an 
all-expenses-paid three-week trip to 
Mexico, which will begin June 18. 
Lt. Gov. John Cherberg was the main 
speaker. UPS alumnus Clay Huntington 
was the master of ceremonies and he was 
assisted by another pair of alumni, Doug 
McArthur and Stan Naccarato. 
Co-chairmen were Paul Boyle, Tacoma 
attorney, and Murray Healy, Stadium 
High School athletic director. 
Tributes were paid Heinrick by many 
of his friends, including representatives 
from Bellarmine High School, Stadium 
and UPS (Bob Ryan, new Logger foot-
ball coach who played under Heinrick in 
the late 1940s), but perhaps Tom Tipps, 
University of Washington football as-
sistant, put it best when he scanned the 
crowd and said: "If I had this many 
friends after 38 years of coaching, I 
wouldn't quit." 
The testimonial was sponsored by the 
Tacoma Athletic Commission. 
Crew 
Although not officially recognized by 
the school as a varsity intercollegiate 
sport, the University of Puget Sound 
crew club wound up strong, defeating 
Pacific Lutheran in a triangular race 
at the University of British Columbia 
after the Lutes had picked off the Meyer 
Trophy, which indicates Tacoma inter-
collegiate rowing supremacy. 
The Loggers competed in the junior 
varsity division of the West Coast Sprint 
Regatta on Lake Washington against 
such schools as St. Mary's, Orange Coast, 
Stanford, Washington, UCLA, San Diego 
State, California, UBC, Long Beach 
State, Oregon State and Southern Cal-
ifornia. Pacific Lutheran pulled out of 
the race. 
Paul Meyer coached both the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound and Pacific Luth-
eran University crews in workouts at 
American Lake. 
Rob Wekell is the new UPS Rowing 
Club commodore, succeeding Verner 
Klee. 
Jobs Wanted 
Logger athletic recruiting could get a 
substantial boost if summer and part-
time school year jobs were available. 
The coaches are looking for jobs for in-
coming athletes now and have found 
real needs in the Seattle and Shelton 
areas. 
Never before has UPS taken the 
Seattle area by storm the way it will 
for next fall's freshman class, particul-
arly in athletics. Jobs are also needed in 
Tacoma, in Oregon and in other com-
munities. 
Now is the time for all UPS support-
ers to come forth and let the coaches 
know of any jobs available. They will 
try their best to fulfill them with depen-
dable UPS athletes or future athletes. 
Here is your chance to help in recruiting 
and realize material benefits. 
New Coaching Assignments 
Early reports of new coaching assign-
ments are: Gary Brines, new head bas-
ketball coach at Federal Way High 
School; Dick Fournier, assistant foot-
ball coach at Newport High School in 
Bellevue; and Dave Wolf, resigning as 
basketball and tennis coach at Charles 
Wright Academy in Tacoma to attend 
University of Washington law school. 
Alumni Game 
CIRCLE THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Jan. 26, 1966. The University of Puget 
Sound will play its first annual Varsity-
Alumni basketball game in the Field-
house. DON'T MISS THIS GAME. For 
those athletically minded alumni: now's 
the time to start getting in shape. 
Thirty-One 
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'I'WEN'i'YFIVEYEARSAGO-16 
members of the Japanese Students Club 
planted 16 flowering cherry trees in a 
Friendship Circle. Sue Sehieber '6, In-
coming AWS President, is pictured on 
the cover with the beautiful trees when 
they bloomed this year in front of Tenz-
br Womon's k{esidn 11 Ahie 
pictured half of the contributing club's 
membership, as posed fur the 1940 Tans-
anawas. Remember? From the left are 
Vutaka Tanabe, Mayme Sembu, Waiichi 
Oysangi, Hitoshi Tamaki, Tyo Mune-
kato. Yohiko Fujimoto, Yoshiteru Ka-
wano, Yosiye Omon. 
